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Abstract : The main subject of the talk is high resolution images of live biological cells in their 
natural environment using X-ray microscope and compact X-Ray Laser (XRL) in the “water 
window”. The “water  window” (“ww”) covers the range of wavelengths of 2.3-4.4nm, in which  
water is quite transparent for our XRL wavelength while a cell images have a good contrast. The 
high resolution and good contrast will enable to obtain the images of membranes of live normal 
and cancer cells, which are expected to provide quite fast recognition of the cancer cells in their 
early stage of the development.  
          Recently a high gain, G/cm, in the recombination XRL at 4.0nm was demonstrated for the  
first time. However, the practical applications of XRL require its pulses to have energy in the 
order of several µJ, and particularly for the high resolution X-ray microscopy of biological cells  
in a single shots, which will require about 2 - 4µJ energy per pulse for 4.0nm laser beam 
radiation. Therefore, the crucial issue will be the search for conditions for large beam intensity 
amplification, hence significantly larger gain-length product, G*L, than so far obtained, as XRL 
beam intensity is I ~ eGL.  
          The natural extension of this search will be generation of high intensity XRL beam also at 
other wavelengths in“ww”, especially in H-like CVIat 3.4nm, which would provide additionally 
important data of high resolution images for biological cell structures. 
          The lasing at 3.4nm in recombination XRL could also provide the opportunity to generate  
attosecond pulses in the “water window” at high efficiency, as it is predicted theoretically by 
Prof. Kocharovskaya and her team and will be presented in details in the Invited Session.    

 

 
 
 


